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TELLER CAPTURE

CHECK SCANNERS AND RECEIPT PRINTERS

CLIENT VERIFICATION

Financial Institutions have realized 
the benefits of transitioning from 
back counter capture to teller 
capture for their check imaging. 
Teller Capture offers many 
advantages, including:

• Reduced operating costs
• Reduced currier costs
• Increase transactional efficiency
• Identify and correct errors at 

point-of-transaction
• Improve fraud identification and 

prevention

Technology for teller capture has become 
more advanced over the years. Cranel’s 
portfolio includes the latest technology that 
can help our reseller partners implement 
solutions that deliver the benefits of teller 
capture.

The SmartSource Professional Elite 155 
check scanner paired with the Receipt-
NOW Elite offers high-performance 
check scanning and receipt printing 
in a compact, stackable footprint. The 
self-cleaning mode on the Professional 
Elite 155 maximizes up-time, allowing 
the teller to focus on the customer. The 
fast and quiet ReceiptNOW printer pro-
vides transactional details customers 
expect.

Wacom’s STU-540 signature pad 
offers a durable signing surface and 
Wacom’s patented battery free pen 
technology contribute to a lower total 
cost of ownership. These signature 
pads are also enabled with state-of-the 
art encryption. Designed with a unique 
hardware ID that can be embedded in 
each signature.

The Ambir DS-687 Duplex ID Card 
Scanner delivers commercial 
grade scanning quality in an ultra-
compact footprint. This scanner is 
ideal for capturing data at financial 
institutions. A single pass provides a 
quick and accurate simultaneous scan of 
both sides of ID cards, driver’s licenses, 
checks, and other forms of identification.

The imageFORMULA CR-120 stacked 
with the RP10 receipt printer saves 
valuable space at the teller desk. 
The CR-120 can scan IDs and has an 
add-on option for a magnetic swipe 
reader to further reduce the number 
of components on the teller desk. 
Canon’s solutions are backed by a 
1-Year Advanced Exchange warranty, 
with the option to extend via eCarePAK 
coverage.

The Digital Check SmartSource Elite 
series has a self-cleaning mode, 
which reminds the operator to insert 
a cleaning card for an automated 
cleaning procedure. 

See it in Action!

Did 
You 
Know?

5-inch Color 
Signature Pad

Commercial 
grade scanning 
quality in an 
ultra compact 
footprint.

Did 
You 
Know?

Think the only benefit to putting your digital John Hancock 
on a signature pad is to sign something? Think again! 
These gadgets are also used for cross-marketing, balance 
verification, and customer identification!

HOW ARE SIGNATURE PADS USED AT THE 
TELLER WINDOW?

http://www.cranel.com/media/iv0hpaik/smartsource-pro-elite-english-3.pdf
http://www.cranel.com/media/fepebmbv/digital-check-receiptnow-elite-english-1.pdf
http://www.cranel.com/media/fepebmbv/digital-check-receiptnow-elite-english-1.pdf
http://www.cranel.com/media/vgplvokx/wacom-for-business-datasheet-stu-540_541-en-am-20190627.pdf
http://www.cranel.com/media/4cjo4wop/ambir_ds687_datasheet_03012017.pdf
http://www.cranel.com/media/4cjo4wop/ambir_ds687_datasheet_03012017.pdf
http://www.cranel.com/media/omrls4pk/cr-120-brochure-2.pdf
http://www.cranel.com/media/4zqj0t1l/rp-10-brochure-3.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQfxSw05CKY&t=8swww.youtube.com/watch?v=eQfxSw05CKY&t=8s

